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RESULTS

Pattern Raw Score Accuracy

Consonant(s)

'b, p, t, d, v, z' 31/32 97%
Words misspelled:  shove:shuf

'f, m, n, x' 25/25 100%

'r, l' 14/17 82%
Words misspelled:  fail:fall, rain:fan, whale:wall

'g, h, w, y, qu' 20/24 83%
Words misspelled:  quake:qack, quick:qick, wide:whid, wish:whish

'k' and Hard 'c' 9/13 69%
Words misspelled:  choke:chock, kite:cite, quake:qack, take:tack

's, se' and Soft 'c' 5/5 100%

/ z / spelled with 's, se, ze' as in has, please, freeze * *

'j' and Soft 'g' 5/5 100%

Flapped 't, d' as in city, pedal * *

Other vowel-conditioned spellings of / sh, zh, ch, j / * *
Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s)

'ng' 4/5 80%
Words misspelled:  gang:gan

'wh' 2/5 40%
Words misspelled:  whale:wall, when:wen, white:wite

'ph, gh' * *

'sh' 6/6 100%

'ch, tch' 8/11 73%
Words misspelled:  hatch:hach, match:mach, witch:wich

'dg(e)' * *

*not assessed at this level
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RESULTS

Pattern Raw Score Accuracy

(cont'd)

Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s)

'ck' 3/5 60%
Words misspelled:  neck:nek, thick:thic

'th' 6/6 100%
Within-Word Consonant Doubling

'pp, bb, cc, gg, tt, dd' * *

Flapped 'tt, dd' as in kitty, ladder * *

'mm, nn, rr' * *

'ff, ss, zz, ll' * *
Short Vowel

a sound as in cat, laugh 7/7 100%

e sound as in bed, head 6/7 86%
Words misspelled:  head:hed

i sound as in fish, gym 9/9 100%

o sound as in pot, father 6/6 100%

u sound as in cup, some 4/7 57%
Words misspelled:  shove:shuf, touch:tuch, what:whut

Long Vowel

a sound spelled 'a' as in table, acorn * *

a sound spelled 'a_e' as in ape, paste 2/5 40%
Words misspelled:  quake:qack, take:tack, whale:wall

a sound - vowel digraphs and other spellings 0/6 0%
Words misspelled:  chain:chane, chair:char, fail:fall, mail:mal, rain:fan, they:thay

e sound spelled 'e' as in meter, even * *

e spelled 'e_e' as in scene, delete * *

e sound - vowel digraphs and other spellings 2/6 33%
Words misspelled:  chief:chef, hear:her, reach:rech, year:yer

i sound spelled 'i' as in spider, island * *

i sound spelled 'i_e' as in bike, spice 4/5 80%
Words misspelled:  wide:whid

i sound - vowel digraphs and other spellings 2/5 40%
Words misspelled:  pie:piy, shy:shi, tie:tiye

o sound spelled 'o' as in pony, open * *

*not assessed at this level
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(cont'd)

Long Vowel

o sound spelled 'o_e' as in rope, clothe 2/5 40%
Words misspelled:  choke:chock, code:cod, quote:quot

o sound - vowel digraphs and other spellings 0/5 0%
Words misspelled:  boat:bote, coal:cul, coat:cote, goal:gal, soap:sope

u sounds spelled 'u' as in tulip, music * *

u sounds spelled 'u_e' as in tube, cube 1/5 20%
Words misspelled:  cure:coor, rude:rud, rule:rul, tune:toon

u sounds - vowel digraphs and other spellings 3/5 60%
Words misspelled:  mood:mod, pool:pol

Other Vowels & Diphthongs

Vowel sound as in saw, thought * *

Vowel sound as in book, push * *

Diphthong as in boy, join * *

Diphthong as in cow, mouth * *
Nasal Clusters & Abutting Consonants

'm, n, ng' + consonant(s) * *

'nk, nc' * *

'nce, nse' * *
Liquid Clusters & Abutting Consonants

Consonant(s) + 'r' * *

Consonant(s) + 'l' * *

'r' + consonant(s) * *

'l' + consonant(s) * *

'cr, chr, rk, rc, rch' * *

'rse, rce' * *
s Clusters + Abutting Consonants

's' + consonant(s) * *

'sc, sk, sch, sque, squ' * *
Syllabic Vowel Sounds

Syllabic-r vowel sound as in bird, father * *

Syllabic-l vowel sound as in bottle, pencil * *

*not assessed at this level
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Unstressed Vowels

In 2-syllable words * *

In 3-syllable words * *

In words with 4+ syllables * *
Silent Letters

Silent consonant letters * *
Inflections

Suffixes -s, -es * *

Suffixes -ed, -ing * *

Suffixes -er, -est * *
Derivational Affixes

Prefix + base word * *

Base word + suffix * *

Word roots * *

Words with multiple affixes * *
Other Patterns

Homophones 5/7 71%
Words misspelled:  son:sun, too:to

Irregular past-tense verbs * *

Contractions * *

*not assessed at this level
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